
purposeful
shopping
on a budget
a l i g n e d st y l e  wo r k s h e e t



the area of my style + life  
i want to focus on first:

i’m committing to focusing on the above 
area until it feels joyful + peaceful



How do I want to feel in this situation?

I want new clothes for _______________________________________

 
because ____________________________________________________

I want clothes that make me feel  ______________________________

 
_________________________________ for _______________________

 
____________________________________________________________.
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1 get clear on desired outcome

anchoring outcome

anchoring outcome

{within your overarching area of what you’re getting dressed for}



Start a new Pinterest board “clothes for ___________”,

Find pieces, find examples of the kind of clothing you want to wear 
for this situation.

Look to your existing Pinterest boards, take photos of your closet, 
look to people who are dressing stylish for the situation you want to 
dress for to build this new board.

You can use this space to analyze the board and note some things 
you see.
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2 style sprinkle creating
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2 style sprinkle creating cont’d

Are there any tools you want to use? 

ex. you know you want to highlight your waist, or wear pointed toe 
flats to elongate your leg in a comfortable way, etc.

Are there any linchpin items for this area of your wardrobe? 

A single item that would unlock multiple outfits in your closet—
maybe it’s finally getting a white shirt that goes with your pencil 
skirts, or having the undershirt you need to wear all your sheer 
blouses you love but never wear. 

{Watch the video for more info on how to find yours}

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGDUcdqrUF4


Use your new board, any linchpin items, the tools you want to use, and 
your anchoring outcome to make a menu of items you could buy that will 
satisfy a purpose and make a successful impact on your style.
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3 create your shopping menu

Things I could buy to feel  ____________________________________

 
_________________________________ for _______________________

 
____________________________________________________________.

anchoring outcome

mY menU: bonUS CLARITY—things I do not 
need to buy because they would 
not satisfy my outcome:

Snap a photo of this list or use it create an evernote checklist {click here for my template}.

Remember, it’s a menu not a checklist. You don’t need everything on here, but 
anything on here would help you have the outcome you want.

https://www.evernote.com/l/AeD0viAdp6lMvbJVaiARY6TSJ6PfmFTTTqc
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4 refine + prioritize

From that menu, narrow it down to the 6 pieces that would have the 
biggest impact on your style. {The biggest impact on how you feel about 
your style.}

ex #1: something you can wear all the time + will dramatically elevate 
each outfit you wear it with {like a great statement necklace or structured 
bag.}

ex #2: something that solves a problem/hard decision you face regularly. 
{like if you find yourself picking between heels that look good to and 
shoes that are comfy but you feel clunky in—one of your priority items 
could be comfortable + stylish shoes.}

ex #3: something that will make a big difference for the times you need it 
the most {like a blouse or dress you adore that you will wear for speaking 
or having your photo taken}

The 6 pieces that will have the largest impact on my style: 
 
1.  ________________________________________________________

2.  ________________________________________________________

3.  ________________________________________________________

4.  ________________________________________________________

5.  ________________________________________________________

6.  ________________________________________________________

priority 6 items
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5 budget

My budget is $  _________________

 
per MonTh        for nexT 3 MonThs        for nexT 6 MonThs

{circle which one applies}

budget

how much do you think you want to spend  
on each of your 6 pieces? 
 
1.  $_______________      2.  $_______________

3.  $_______________      4.  $_______________

5.  $_______________      6.  $_______________

           total = $_______________

priority 6 items

Therefore, I can aim to buy _______ piece(s)  from my priority 6 items 
 
per ________ month(s).


